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Progress
Report

HealtheIntent dataset does not include of school age vaccinations (SAV) therefore overall figures less than
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expected. SAV providers inform ICP school flu uptake is between 40-55% across 65% of schools visited, with
schools remaining.

Patient Flow
Demographics
and Equality
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Patient
Flow
Flu
- Communication
and Engagement
• Comprehensive communications and engagement plan
working with local authority partners and providers to deliver
through shared channels
• Developed two animations, one for at risk groups and one
aimed at parents – translated into top six languages spoken in
NCL and shared through numerous channels – personal
message videos from healthcare staff, community leaders and
patients to encourage uptake are now being developed in
different languages

• Inserts in housing statements, library bags and food bank
parcels, partner newsletter articles, including to schools and
nurseries, and outdoor space advertising
• Commissioned VCS organisations to deliver workshops and
targeted engagement with communities disproportionately
affected by COVID-19 to understand barriers and promote
uptake.
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• Virtual community events with VCS organisations
• Council magazine articles and resident letters from council leaders
• Working with faith forums and local mosques to get messages out to their
communities
• Gained support from the Turkish Consul to disseminate translated
materials through their website, social media channels and NGOs
• GP pack provided to every practice - weekly webinar with activity updates

• Social media campaign – sharing digital assets across London STPs
• Advertising programme across digital platforms Facebook, Instagram,
InYourArea, Nextdoor, Mumsnet and Gransnet – geographically and
demographically targeted, which is being regularly adjusted informed by
HealtheIntent uptake data. Stats show 106,810 views on Facebook as at
23 November and a good conversion rate of 8356 clicks
• Training, myth busting tools and Q&As, and a script developed for GP
practices to use to address vaccine hesitancy
• Promoting uptake with staff across all partner organisations
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